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3% 
understood

From “Android permissions: User attention, comprehension, and behavior.” In SOUPS 2012.
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Shifting user trust
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πBox
A platform that allows users to use untrusted apps while 

providing explicit and useful privacy guarantees
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Content storage 
shared read-only, per-app

Per-user, per-app sandbox spans device and cloud

Private vault
read/write

(e.g., map data, media)
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...

Aggregate channel (shared write only)

releasing true values enable app to signal to publisher

πBox
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see paper for other types of counters (delayed, top-K)
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πBox confirms content to share

← πBox asks whom to share with

Users may not know what 
is shared (steganography)

Users know when and 
with whom sharing occursDifficult for publishers 

to gain access to 
private data
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1. Can real applications benefit from πBox?

2. How much implementation effort is 
needed to use πBox?

3. What is the overhead of using πBox?

Three questions



From Google Play (as of Feb. 2013).  Based on developer’s description. Core functionality only.

Arcade/Action
Books

Brain/Puzzles
Business

Cards/Casino
Casual
Comics

Communication
Education

Entertainment
Finance

Health/Fitness
Lifestyle

Live Wallpaper
Media/Video

Medical
Music/Audio

News/Magazines
Personalization
Photography
Productivity

Racing
Shopping

Social
Sports

Sports Games
Tools

Transportation
Travel/Local

Weather

FreePaid

0     2     4     6     8     1010     8     6     4     2     0

74% 
of paid apps 

are green

67% 
of free apps 
are yellow
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OsmAnd open-source navigation app
changed 174 lines (out of 119,147)

ServStream open-source media streaming app
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over server-generated 1 MB data 

Server overheads



πBox 
Protects users’ privacy from untrusted apps

 Provides explicit and simple privacy guarantees



Thank you!


